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Civil Design Engineer

Apply Now

Company: Pertemps Bond

Location: Sheffield

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Civil Design Engineer

Location: Sheffield

Salary: £45,000

Benefits including: Car allowance or a company car, 25 days holiday (Increasing

with service)

Plus many more.

! Immediate start available !

Founded in 2013 and now one of the leading providers of utility solutions within

fresh/wastewater services, this company specialises in end-to-end services including design,

construction, maintenance, civil engineering and project management.

If you are passionate about innovative solutions, have experience in civil engineering and

want to be a part of an award-winning company - “Most Innovative Utility Company 2021” and

“Best Large Business 2020” then this role is for you.

The Opportunity

Having won a new on-going contract (minimum 5 years with huge potential for further

extensions) we are now in the next phase of growth and development. This chance to design,

develop implement and champion new ideas would essentially see you paving the way for
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future projects.

With responsibility to undertake detailed design work on wastewater and clean water

infrastructure, along with agreeing on design philosophy and fundamentals, this position

would see you striving for excellence within your field.

The Role

Through involvement of essential waste/freshwater projects, this position focuses on

supporting project managers to ensure timely delivery within set budgets, including a host

of other responsibilities including:

Overseeing internal and external stakeholder management through vital business

meetings and regular communication

Using awareness of work requirements to proactively monitor timescales, performance

and budgets throughout the projects

Successful allocation and efficient management of CAD production

Conducting site visits to compile essential information

Undertaking thorough documentation and drawing reviews

Our Ideal Candidate

With multiple responsibilities at hand, it goes without saying you will be detail orientated

with excellent organisation and time-management skills. With knowledge of

waste/freshwater infrastructure design, including attenuation design and flow balancing, this

role suits an experienced Civil Design Engineer with at least 5-7 years of experience under

your belt.

Further to the above:

Confidence in negotiations and persuasion with the ability to manage challenging

situations

Strong team and independent working skills

High image projection standards to both internal and external stakeholders



Technically proficient with strong numerical, analytical and IT skills

Proactive mindset elevated for problem-solving, contingency planning skills and

collaborative working

Experience in use of AutoCAD and processes

This is an incredibly rewarding opportunity fit for anyone wanting to progress their civil design

career, so click to apply. Or, for further information pick up the phone, call Pertemps (Leeds)

and ask for Katie Miller.

Apply Now
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